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The Tortoise and the Hare.
These are just two of the projects our member Alan Smail of North Auckland
has in his basement. More detail on them in this issue of Pit Notes.

Saving the past- -for the future"
"
Our web site www.historicspeedway.co.nz is
sponsored by web hosting company Free Parking.

From the President.—
Unfortunately I did not make the meeting last month but at short notice Steve
Paul stepped in and gave everyone an update on the run that members had on the
track out the back of Stratford. From what I have heard Steve’s account of the day’s
happenings was very well received.
There was also a run at Rockvale last month with another good turnout and some
new drivers having their first runs in various cars. From all accounts the day went
really well with the track holding up well considering the long dry spell of weather
prior to this. Many thanks to all those who assisted in getting the track prepared for
this event.
Taranaki once again hosted Americarna and we were part of the event up at the
race course for two days assisting with the parking and directing the vehicles in and
out of the complex. Many thanks to all the club volunteers who assisted with this
exercise and to Lew Martin who chased up and co-ordinated the team over this
weekend. It was nice to see a few new faces assisting with this as well.
Keep an eye out for Trevor’s updates on the event calendar. We are planning a
display at Stratford on the night of the Midget GP, 12th March so touch base with
Trevor if you are able to display your vehicle.
Our next meeting will be held on Tuesday the 8th March, 7:30pm at the Fitzroy
Golf Club, as per normal. We will have another speaker lined up for this meeting so
I look forward to seeing you all there.

President Laurie Callender

You have a speedway story to tell? Then if you want the editor to write it for you just
send me some hand-written notes or phone me and tell me the highlights. Better still,
if you have photo’s to go with the story then post it to me and I will return them after
scanning. Editor.

Editors notes
This month started with rain but Feb had been good to us with plenty of fine days
for gardening or burning up petrol or methanol. The fine weather also helped make
the Americarna turn out by our members the best ever. Also the coffers were swelled
because the organizers offered more money and naturally we did not turn that down.
Another run is scheduled already for next year (the tenth) and we can be there and
see the cars with hopefully some fresh faces in our team of workers. The club owes
our new organizer Lew Martin thanks for his efforts.
A couple of new cars and bikes have turned up at recent club runs but it is a mystery to me why we still only get “just enough” at the events. If we, the committee are
doing something wrong please tell us? We would greatly appreciate having more
vehicles (and spectators) at our runs.
A reminder that our club library is not being used as it could be. When you are at
our club nights please have a look at the selection of reading matter in our locker box.
Some of the books cost serious money so lets get them out and read.

Editor Max
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Waiwakaiho Speedway History. By club historian, Dave
Gifford. — January 30th. 1960.
6th Meeting Tenth Season.
A fair sized crowd made their
way through the turnstiles on a fine
summer’s night to take in all the action, spills and thrills
at the sixth meeting of the season at the Waiwakaiho
Speedway. There were a number of absentees in the
Three Quarter Midget Car ranks due to New Zealand
Championships being staged at the Rotorua Showgounds
that same night.
The local cars and drivers who had travelled north to
compete in the Championships were Neil Rook with #83,
Allan Peattie with #71, Tom Butler with #9 and Tinny
Neilson with #30 but with several of the class coming up
from the Manawatu some good racing would still come
from the T.Q’s. The Manawatu drivers who made the
journey up to compete against the remaining local drivers
that night were Dave Young #1PN, Don McNabb #6PN,
Morrie Whitehead #11PN, Jim Marks #9PN and Lindsay
Myers with #8PN which would certainly provide some
exciting racing.
The Stock Bike boys were out in force once more and
they opened proceedings with the two heats of the “Milky
Way” Handicap on a track which had not dried out as
much as it possibly might have leaving conditions a bit
on the tricky side. This didn’t slow John Furze much
though as he rode from one hundred and eighty yards
back to post the first win of the night at the expense of the
minor place getters Des Carter and Doug Harris who had
a hard fought private battle of their own over the four
laps.
It was good to see Dave Moorhead back somewhere
near his best form in the second heat which he won from
Salty Goble and Syd Wray after the flying back-marker
Bruce Ovenden was caught out by the track conditions
and fell.

MILEMASTER
TYREPLUS
151 Courtenay St.
New Plymouth. 758 2864
(Previously Milemaster Tyres)
Darren and Michelle Erb have relocated
this business and we urge club members
to support them in their new venture.
They sell and fit all the major brands of
tyres and are located next to AA Auto
Services (Another of their business's)

The handicappers did an excellent job with the field in
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the Final and a really exciting finish transpired with the
victory going to Syd Wray who just held on to cross the line from
the pursuing pack led by John Furze and Doug Harris who took the
minor placings.
The State Hotel heats brought the bikes back on track next and it
was Doug Harris, who been showing steady improvement with each
meeting, who stole the limelight on this occasion with a splendid
ride to head home a fired up Bruce Ovenden and the ever consistent
Salty Goble.
In heat two it was Des Carter’s turn to steal the thunder as he
found some extra pace to lower the colours of John Furze, who had
been given an additional ten yards “reward” for his earlier efforts,
and the third placed Dave Moorhead.
The Final simply could not have had a tougher lineup and the
fans were all on the edge of their seats for this one. Des Carter and
Doug Harris made the early running along with Salty Goble but
gradually the back-markers were into the thick of things and starting
to come towards the front as the gaps appeared and when the chequered flag came down it fell for the brilliant John Furze who crossed
the line ahead of Dave Moorhead and Salty Goble in what could be
described as a blanket finish.
The third and final outing of the night for the bikes was the
“Hoppy” Handicap and hopefully it would produce more racing of
the quality that already been seen. In the first heat the results went
pretty much as expected with Doug Harris recording a fine win from
around the middle mark from Lionel Streeter and the back-marker
on this occasion Dave Moorhead.
In heat two things were a little different with the two “big guns”
Bruce Ovenden and John Furze starting from a hundred and eighty
yards and a hundred and ninety yards back respectively. When the
starter let them go Des Carter quickly made his way to the front and
out of harm’s way where he was able to stay to collect the win while
Bruce Ovenden came home in second after repelling every challenge that the third place John Furze had thrown at him.
The Final would be run over six laps and so the handicaps were
increased accordingly with John Furze on two hundred and forty
yards and Bruce Ovenden on two hundred and ten yards behind
having the biggest challenge. Lionel Streeter made the early running
in the race but was soon passed by Des Carter who was able to open
up a commanding lead while the rest of the pack argued about racing room and with the laps winding down the charge from John
Furze came just too late and he settled for second with third going to
Doug Harris. Great stuff from all the bike boys and their efforts
were much appreciated by the fans as usual and long may it
continue!
The Pike and Waters Handicap got the show under way for the
Three Quarter Midgets with the local drivers outnumbered by the
visitors on this occasion. Mike O’Carroll would be a late arrival to
drive the #1 car so his place was taken by the veteran Harry Pitt.
The evenly matched field put on a fine show in this opening event
with Jim Marks coming through from the back mark to chalk up his
first win of the night at the expense of Lindsay Myers and Cop
Neilson who finished third despite a mid-race spin!
Denny Palmer made a brief comeback in his old #1 car, deputizing for Mike O’Carroll, in the next event, the Meadow gold Handicap, and quickly demonstrated that he had lost none of skill by
showing a clean pair of heels to rest of the field to win from Dave
Young and Don McNabb. >>>>>>>>>>>>

Please support our sponsors.

We NEED their support.
They DESERVE ours.

Continued from page 3.
Dave Young drove his car to the winner’s
circle in the third TQ race, the E W Scott Handicap, after a well judged race which saw Don
McNabb claim second and Tom Barrowman
doing his best to uphold local honour in third.
The last charge of the night for the T.Q’s, the
eight lap Feature, saw a couple of cars spin out
but apart from that the race passed without incident and produced another fine winning drive
from Dave Young with the runner up spot going
to Don McNabb and Morrie Whitehead in third
to make it an all Manawatu whitewash! Some
good racing from the T.Q’s thanks mainly to the
visitors and the honours were fairly evenly spread around.
The Egmont Handicap brought the midgets rumbling out
into the spotlight for the first time and in the opening heat it
was Eric Low leading all the way in the #11 car to the finish
line while behind him came back-marker Maury Malcolm in
#32 and the rapidly improving Ron Carter in #37.
The winner of the second heat was Don Rutherford who
drove a superb race from one hundred and sixty yards back in
the #99 car to cross the finish line ahead of Jim Collins in #1
and Ray Gallagher in the Studebaker powered #9. The Final
was an all action affair with not a great difference between the
cars who had qualified but when the dust settled it was a popular winner in Ray Gallagher who saluted the judges hotly pursued by Maury Malcolm and Jim Collins.
It would appear that this might be Ray Gallagher’s night to
shine as he conjured up another winning drive in the opening
heat of the next event, the Pike and Waters Handicap, crossing
the line ahead of Maury Malcolm and Jim Collins with all three
moving on to the Final.
The second heat lost much of its promise early on when
Don Rutherford’s #99 car suffered a broken drive shaft but
quick to take advantage was Bill Taylor in #8 who headed
home Tom Barrowman in #98 and Jim Collins to settle the
starting lineup for the Final.
Eric Low was forced out of the Final early with an engine
fault and was soon joined on the grass by Bill Taylor who spun
out of contention but the rest of the pack raced on to the chequered flag where Tom Barrowman was first over the line for a
popular win while the best of the rest were Ray Gallagher and
Maury Malcolm.
The “Big Finale,” the Fair Deal Feature race turned into an
utter shambles with most of the cars that started being sidelined
before the chequered flag fell. On the first attempt Eric
Low managed to thump the wall trying to miss a spinning car which brought on the red lights >>
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>>> and a restart and then on the second attempt engine
failures sidelined Laurie Booker and Jim Collins while Ray
Gallagher was lucky to avoid serious scalding when a radiator hose burst.
Filling the infield even more where Tom Barrowman,
Ron Carter and Maury Malcolm who all spun out at some
point during the race which left Harry Pitt to claim the victory from the second placed Bill Taylor who survived to separate spins and third placed novice Billy Hoeta who had started from the rear of the field!
An eventful Feature to say the least but the fans had a
great time and would all be back in a weeks’ time for more
of the same no doubt.
The New Zealand Three Quarter Midget Car Championships which were run at the Rotorua showgrounds that same
night were won by home track driver Laurie Patterson with
Aucklanders Nick Carter and Brian Yates in second and
third while Allan Peattie of New Plymouth finished a creditable fourth. The winner’s car was the ex-Doug Mullins #4
car which had won the event at Waiwakaiho some years before.
Forty entries participated and a series of time trials were
used to eliminate the slower cars to find the top sixteen and
two reserves and the meeting was conducted on the same
lines as a motor cycle event where four starters would compete in each heat. The drivers would race five times and
meet each other driver just once with the top four point scorers meeting in a Final. A fair way of doing things for the
competitors perhaps but hardly the way to produce a spectacle for the paying public.

This great photo from the Gordon McIsaac collection was taken in the 1939/40 Western Springs
season. It shows the Brewer brothers in the seats.
Ivan in #72 which is Chev 4 powered and Frank
“Satan” sits in the V8-60 powered #99 car.
Standing behind Frank is Cyril Goldfinch.

Please support our sponsors by buying their products.
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volved through a staff member of mine at the
Westown garage. John Langle wasn’t a mechanic but very
mechanically minded. He had an interest in speedway so we
went 50/50 in a stock car at Stratford. This was in the 1968/69
Harry Van Beers parents immigrated to New Zealand in 1952
and settled in New Plymouth. Harry was one of eleven children and season. The stock car was a chopped down Jaguar saloon car
“We did two years in stock cars then built a saloon car
among the youngest so he was born in Holland before the family
which
was also a 3.8 Jaguar in which we did three years. “I
moved out here.
used to organise the teams racing for the club. I would organHarry’s father was a motor mechanic and had a garage in Holland during the second world war but when he moved here he had to ise the team, the appearance money and contact other tracks
for the events. The drivers included Neil Cowley, Graham
have a job to come to so he had arranged to work at the local fertiliser works as a mechanic. He did that for about twelve months then Harris and the Pierce brothers, Frank, Colin and Trevor.
Later on Colin Pierce’s boys were mates with my boys and
purchased a property in Westown. They had not been allowed to
raced together at Stratford.
bring money from Holland so they brought in two cars to sell off.
“I always wanted to drive a midget and when I was 65 I
One was a Packard and the other a Wolseley. They came in two big
was at Stratford on a Saturday night for a big midget meeting
crates with furniture and other belongings stacked around and in
and they had a chance to drive one on the Sunday for I think
them.
$200 for 15 laps at Ferndene. My boys said I was mad but I
What effect did the war years have on your family?
Harry
showed me some photos of the family garage in Holland before (See did it. I remember a couple of guys there got in the midget
and had to get out because it was claustrophobic. I did my run
photo with this article) and after the war when the garage had been
and the guy organising it said you must have driven before
demolished by a bomb.
“The family would go down to the cellar during any bombing so and I replied yes, but a bloody long time ago!
“After five years running at Stratford I gave the speedway
they were safe. My father had to work for the Germans, sometimes
away
as I had three service stations and a wrecking yard to
at gun point, because he was a mechanic. He didn’t mind doing it in
a way because he did it mostly at night and used to drain petrol from run and a young family. Harry also served on the club committee at Stratford in the 1969/70 season.
the vehicles and supply it to the town ambulance and fire engine.
Because he took small amounts the Germans never found out. After Any interesting memories from your time in speedway?
“Not really. Because I was heavily involved in running
the war the family lived in a windmill while the garage was re-built.
my business I never competed every Saturday. John was a
After his time at the fertiliser works Harry’s Father built a garage on a Westown property on Clawton Street. This quickly proved 50/50 shareholder so he probably did more meetings than me.
to be a success so he also purchased the Motoroa Garage which was I was doing breakdown work for the AA in those days as well
so was called out at all times of the day and night.
pretty run down but the family soon had it up and running well.
On the last night at Waiwakaiho before the track closed
Harry was later to purchase this garage when his Father died.
down the Stratford stock and saloon cars were invited and
Some of the family boys worked in the family garages and Harry
Harry ran in his Jaguar saloon car. He now lives in retirement
became an “A” Grade mechanic along with three other brothers.
on a small farm-let just outside New Plymouth. He is active
Brother’s Will and Hans and Tony did their apprentiships at
in the local Jaguar Owners club driving his new F type Jag.
Grundy’s and Ford –Phillips Motors respectively. (Harry’s three
sons have also been through the motor trade as well) Harry built a
Below Harry drives his Jaguar saloon car at
sports car with a Continental aircraft engine in it. It had a Minstral
body on a chassis he built himself.
Stratford.
He had been to a race meeting at the Paritutu circuit and seen
the Lycoming Special driven by Jim Boyd and decided to do something like it. He knew a mechanic at the airport and purchased a
damaged 6 cylinder Continental engine out of a Cessna. It had damage only to the alloy covers around the front of the motor so he had
an engineer weld them up and re-machine them.
Harry re-assembled the engine and built up the car but apart from
a few night time runs up and down the road it was never completed
to road-worthy standard. Eventually the engine was sold back to the
mechanics at the airport and the car was scrapped. Harry wanted to
buy their first house and they were offering more for the engine than
Harry had paid for it.
How did you first get involved with speedway? “When I was still
going to school I got involved as a pusher at Waiwakaiho for
Tommy Butler with his TQ.

A saloon car driver who has always liked his
Jaguars. (currently driving an F type coupe)

Continued from page 5

Harry Van Beers on Speedway.

The Van Beers garage in Holland before they immigrated
to NZ.
Below, Harry kisses the fence. This was early days
of Stratford before the concrete fence was built.
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Who is teaching who? Neil Cowley at left and Harry Van
Beers talk tactics.
Below Harry at the back in his Jaguar as the pace car leads.

Below is the team medical boat that guest speaker (December)
The photo below appeared in issue 135 and caused me em- Doug Ashby was in at the America’s Cup regatta in Auckland. It
barrassment because it is Bruce Ovenden and not Des Carter.
is related to the article on page 11 of this issue.
I spoke to Des recently and he said he forgives me and suggested Bruce would not be sued for libel for masquerading as
Des. Bruce answered “Yes- that’s me the first year I raced,
couldn’t afford leathers so raced wearing shoes – jeans – vinyl
jacket – no gloves. Rode the bike to the speedway from home
or got towed by David Gardner behind his BSA road bike.
Those were the
days, only Ash
King and I had
chequered helmets, I had
leathers the next
year.

The Tortoise and the Hare. (steam engine and
midget)
Alan Smail of Auckland interviewed about his hobbies. Alan
was born in UK and moved out here in 1953 with his parents when
he was 6 years old. The family lived in the East Coast Bays area at
first in a small caravan then built a family home. Alan and his wife
built them -selves a home in the same area in 1973 and have been
there ever since.
When did you first get involved in speedway Alan?
“I discovered Western Springs in 1965 and we have been going
ever since which is about fifty years. (Alan’s wife Nancy is just
about as enthusiastic as Alan but has never had a drive to my
knowledge.)
You were doing Hot Rod stuff before that were you?“Yes we were
doing grass track racing with cars like that, (pointing to his ‘street
rod’ that he built in
1990 and my Austin A40 pickup truck. The track was up at Kumeu run by the Auckland Hot Rod Club.
So when did you go beyond the spectator roll?
“That was thirty five years after I first went to The Springs. In the
2000 season I got the red #49 numbered Edmonds chassis with a
V6 Chev. in it. I started driving it down at Ferndene with Eric
Beardmores team but also had a few drives at The Springs. I was
mostly contracted to Stratford when Ferndene started packing up.
Before that in my early years at The Springs I used to push for
Jack Morrel in the “Tiger” TQ which was the number #13. Jack
won the Auckland Champs in that car in 1965. Jack was a real
character. It wasn’t the flashiest car but it wasn’t the roughest either.
“His moto was always, ‘Does it make it go faster? If not
you don’t need it.’ So there was no chrome or anything like that.
So how long did you drive a midget?
“In the ten years I drove I was running the Edmunds car and then a
Stealth Gearte. With the cars we ran at every track in the North
Island that raced midgets. We enjoyed touring around and racing
wherever we could. There was no way we could have run every
weekend and compete. I mean, I only ever had one brand new
right rear tyre in ten years and I ruined that the first time I used it!
I used to get my right rears of Timmy Clark usually as he helped
me out a lot and that’s all we needed at Stratford and Palmerston
North which was my favourite track.
Below is Alan in his Edmunds/ChevV6 midget running at
Straford. Top of page is also at Stratford in the later Stealth/
Gerte. At right bottom is Alan and pet with his “Midwest Spe-
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Did you have an ambition like I did with car #91 to tick every
box I could for tracks run on? Actually I don’t have that ambition anymore because Meeanee was always one I wanted to
drive on but when we went last year the track was about the
roughest I had ever driven on. Shocking.
“No not really. We just raced wherever we could. I went to
Meeanee with a touring team that Jim Clark organised and it
was pretty rough then. But in the early days when we went
down there with the Jack Morrel TQ it was always great. They
would run the bikes and TQ’s and midgets first then put the
stock cars out to tear it up later. So everybody was happy.
So after your ten competing years you had a big gap until you
built this replica?
“Yes I had a gap from Speedway but I built a yacht mean time
and also the traction engine then I had a rush of blood to the
head and built this midget.
Below is a letter Alan wrote to a friend in USA which details
the car he now has.
Below is a copy of the plan I based my new early thirties midget on. Published by the Midwest Motor and Supply Co presumably with the prime intention of selling the sprockbearings etc. needed for the chain drive midget as shown.
As you probably know, midget racing on an organised basis is
believed to have started in 1933 (USA) and rapidly spread. Early cars were often motorcycle engine powered until 1937/38
when the Ford V8 sixty and, at top level, 95 cu in Offenhauser
became available and necessary to compete.
My engine is a ’95 Honda 1100cc vee twin from a VT1100
American Cruiser cycle. Although externally finned it is water
cooled. It is stock apart from air intake and exhausts to suit. It
would be very similar to a water cooled “Drake” engine - a water cooled Harley built up for midgets in the 30’s. A few survive
in the States I think. (Continued next page)

Direct importers of products
related to Speedway and other
Automotive race and performance vehicles. 178 Gill
Street, New Plymouth.
Phone (06) 759-1366
sales@usaspecialty.co.nz

>>>>

The car new goes well and is great fun to drive! I wonder
if anyone in the US has built an era replica similar?. I looked
up the Midwest Supply Co and found a company of that
name based in Ohio. It would be very interesting to know if
they are the same as the drawing publisher. At the bottom of
the drawing it is signed by one Carl S Bates. I looked him
up also and assuming it is the same individual that comes up
on Wikipedia, he is interesting and has quite a history in
aviation.
The car looks wider than shown in the drawings?
“Well yes I added an inch to the chassis width. We have all
got a bit bigger over the last few years. I just always liked
the look of the 1930’s midgets, mostly for their simplicity
and their upright grills and radiators so that’s what I thought
I would build. Late twenties or early thirties were built with
nothing extra. You just have what you need and nothing
more.”
Alan completed the car in early December and ran it at
Meremere at a club day and reports that it went well straight
out of the box with no vices at all. “It is about the easiest
midget I have ever driven. Very light in the steering and
handles very well.”
As another current project Alan has in his basement the
Ron/Garth Hogan number 7 midget, featured in issue 131,
and doing some improvements to drop-box mount and other
items..
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
We have new members joining regularly but I usually
don’t know them personally. Terry and Joy Rush I have
known since my time in the Equipment Hire industry. They
operated various centres in the Manawatu and also Wellington and Wanganui.
When they retired Terry started his very large collection
of interesting motoring items which include several racing
cars of note to the New Zealand sport. Bruce McLarens first
Cooper 500, a Begg F5000, McLaren F5000 and many more
such as the first Barry Briggs “Briggo” solo bike.
Their son Tim has actively pedalled some of them on NZ
circuits and now wants to try his hand in a vintage midget so
has imported a “railer” and a couple of V8-60 engines which
have serious parts with names like Edelbrock and Offenhauser.
It may take a while to get running but I look forward to it.
Terry himself was involved in racing at Speedway in the late
60s early 70's in an A35 Saloon along with his brother
Owen. They always ran at the back of the A class, or mid to
front with the B class. He was very active in the Manfield
track establishment as well.
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Above left (sadly in grey-tone as it’s a startling
bright yellow!) is his ‘street-rod’ with wife Nancy
navigating in a gymkhana event. Alan has his
customary lean on. Directly above is Alan driving the 1/4 scale fully detailed and drivable steam
traction engine. It also would be nicer in colour
but space is limited this month.

Don’t forget, shed visit to Wayne
Pauls on 20th of March 10am to
12noon. Details elsewhere.

Wayne B. Robertson
Specialty Health and Safety Consultant
P 06 758 5751 M 027 4454 318

For all your Health & Safety Requirements
WBR & Associates was established in 2013 to assist
companies and individuals to develop sound
Health & Safety Management systems.
A sound Health & Safety Management system is: a
planned, documented and verifiable method of
managing Health & Safety Risks.
“Deliberate” Processes and Practices that are linked to defined Responsibilities. Worker participation, Hazard
Identification and Risk Assessment are all essential
tools in keeping workers healthy and safe in their
work environment.

‘OLE 53 IS RE BORN
Meremere on Sunday January 17 saw the first appearance of Midget No 53 at the Club in over 15 years.
It currently resides in New Plymouth in the garage of
member Eric Beardmore and travelled south in the late
90’s when then owner Chris Jury transferred with his
job. Eric bought it with the intention of giving it a total
rebuild as it was pretty well totally worn out in the moving parts dept!
The project kept getting put back by other Cars Eric
was involved with until lifetime speedway enthusiast
and now retired engineer, Gary (Doc) Spencer offered to
rebuild the mechanicals and roped in retired panel beater
Peter Riley to tidy up the body. Eric co ordinated the
whole job and handled the painting and final assembly.
All bearings needed replacing, brake made to work
and all the driveline totally rebuilt. The ‘radiator’ was a
steel tank which contained about 40 kilos of water so
that was replaced with a much lighter ‘core’ unit, and
then came the time to look inside the 2.5 litre Continental Motor.
It was originally donated by a ‘Rugby” Car of about
1928 so a similar engine was obtained as a back up and
Gary produced one good one from the two, which has
performed just fine. It has lots of torque but being only
4.55:1 compression ratio, its no lightning bolt off the
line, but it must be remembered that Drivers had little
choices back in 1946 when it was built.
Eric has records that state No 53 was built by Fred
Brennan in 1946 and originally had an ‘oversize’ Plymouth engine. Andy Alcock replaced that with the Continental/Rugby unit so all was then ok, and from then on
until about 1963 the Car did not miss a season racing on
the Track, being driven at some stage by over 15 different Drivers.
Gary and Peter will confirm that the Body and Chassis suffered grievous harm from the rigors of racing over
the years but care was taken during the rebuild to re use
the original parts where possible, and ‘old timers’ confirm it is a faithful restoration.
A highlight of the Meremere run day was the presence of 2 Drivers from its racing days, Vic Wise and
Dave Henderson, and both did a few laps for old times
sake, over 50 years from first putting the right foot hard
on the throttle – just awesome.
Midget 53 is a rare bit of history of early Speedway
racing in Auckland and NZ and is now preserved for its
next 65 or so years. We should also mention that if it
was not for the care of Dave Mason and his Family old
53 may have just disappeared after its racing days were
over.
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The car when Eric bought it was a “runner” just!! Here member
Brian Reader gives it a try.
Below is as it looks now after a re-build by Eric. Photo taken at
Meremere. Colour photo to follow.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Our annual fund raiser has been and gone and once again was
well worth the effort. Lew Martin was the “boss man” this year
and managed to round up ten or more helpers each day which
makes for less hassle and easier running. We managed to park all
640 cars (up on previous years) without any hick-ups although
probably 60% of the entrants have been before and now how we
like them to park.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Trevor Stewart reports that a good number of runners and spectators arrived at Neil Cowley’s Rockdale Farm track. This was
good because usually there are only two or three workers turn up
to help Neil prepare the track each time and a good turn out helps
make the effort worth while. More would definitely be better
though.
If you are able to stand Facebook then you may find lots of photo’s of our runs on line. Search in Facebook for Taranaki Historic
Speedway Association

Support our sponsor’s.

Buy tyres from Milemaster.
Have your parts cut at AquaJet water cutting Centre.
Buy Nolan helmets. Engine rebuilds and car tune-up parts from
Engine Rebuilders and USA Specialty Products. Check the other
sponsor’s and support them also. Want to buy a building section?
Go see AJ Cowley. Engineering needed? Try Pace Engineering.
Buy a Toyota from Tasman Toyota and have your OSH needs
checked by Wayne Robertson.

A special welcome.
Our member Wayne Paul extends a welcome to all members, club sponsors and friends to visit his “Shed collection”
of speedway cars and bikes and tons of memorabilia. The
extra shed recently built means the collection is well spread
out and easy to see and study. Wayne will be on site at 12
Atiawa St. (Of lower Smart Rd.) from ten to twelve on Sunday March the 19th. He looks forward to your visit. If you
can’t make it then he can be reached on 758 0962
=========================================

Our treasurer Trevor Stewart spoke to November meeting and at short notice put together a bunch of
photos and spoke about them.
“Having spent the last ten years travelling back and forth
from Aussie and retired I was looking to “settle down”. I
found out about the club and having been at Waiwakaiho
from a very early age and raced a stockcar at Stratford in the
late 70s I felt this is what I need. I knew many of the members, Laurie from our speed and hockey skating days, Wayne
Robertson , Warren Hoffman from Shell days and Russell
Miscall from the old R J Burkett days when he worked with
my dad and at least 6 others.
The presentation was based on a lot of ‘firsts”, “my first
mode of transport was an Enzeta scooter with a Jawa motor,
and first car a was a side valve Hillman.”
“When I left school I did an apprenticeship in cabinet
making but after that I did not want to do cabinet making as I
was more mechanically minded. So I then did an adult apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic at the Hawera branch of R J
Burkitt. My first house was in Normanby and a perk of the
job was that any bit of machinery that was on the lot in the
weekends you could take home and use. So was able to
get bulldozers and all sorts to clear over grown trees on the
section.
“In 1977/78 I got my first speedway licence and had a
stock car at Stratford. My first drivers licence was issued in
1949 which was a good year because the cops never had
computers then so I was able to change the date to 1948
which meant I could go into pubs as a 21 year old when I
was 20. The things you do before computers came along.
“I have restored several road cars and some I have modified. One was a Morris Minor with a Datsun motor, 5 speed
gearbox and disk brakes which I have had for 15 years and
reluctant to part with, the one I regret not keeping and completing was a Morris Eight convertible.
“My adult apprenticeship in diesel mechanics in Hawera
led on to the Maui Gas Field in 1978. I was in the South
Taranaki Pool Club talking to one of the Kapuni Shell guys
mentioned they wanted diesel mechanics for the Maui Field.
That apprentiship got me a job with Shell (Shell, BP Todd
back then) and that’s where I spent the next 27 years. I
have worked off shore on the Maui A and Maui B platforms
but most of my time was at the onshore production station at
Oanui .
“During the time with Shell I was fortune enough to
work overseas three times. Once in Sarawak for two months
and also to Singapore where the FPSO (Floating Production
Storage Offtake) vessel was being converted from a super
tanker. This started life as an ocean going oil tanker and
they added a very large “goose neck “ rig on the front to
pivot around and a production facility on the deck which
separated the oil from the gas so the oil could be offloaded
into tankers for shipment overseas. The gas was then piped
ashore from the FPSO to Oanui.”

“My wife Sally and I travelled around most
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of New Zealand in several motorhomes which I
have built, the first being a 1947 Bedford school bus, I can tell
you Sally was ecstatic when I drove down the driveway in an
old bus with all the bench seats still inside. This lead to several
other motorhome projects and then after a holiday to Australia
to see the grand-kids, Sally suggested we should shift to Australia for a while and travel around there. This was after Shell
had shifted me into head office and I am not an office person.
“I handed my notice in and booked one way tickets to Australia. We took our motorhome with us and used it over the
next ten enjoyable years.
Member Billy Preston helped me with the shipping paper
work and we arrived over there in March 2007 and proceeded
to do over 60,000 kilo’s over the nine winters that we have
spent there. We based ourselves in Cairns because that is
where the family is and venture far and wide from there, down
the centre, right around the coast road, golfing across the Nulabor plains. When in Cairns we stayed in a camp ground about
one km from our family’s home and during the time there I
worked for the camp owner so we had free rent and many other
perks there. The owner have become very good friends and
although they have sold up we still communicate and stay with
them, now in Sydney
“One of the things we did while in that area was hot air ballooning over the table lands in Mareba , great experience but
after that crash down south in NZ not again for us While travelling the highways in Aussie we often came across race cars
off to a track somewhere so it was always follow that trailer,
we would end up at a speedway somewhere over there and
enjoyed that.
During Trevor’s talk he spoke about various trips in Australia
but we would need lots of space and photo’s to illustrate them
so I left it there. Editor Max

A guest speaker with a different
message at our Christmas Dinner in
December .

“During the day they had up to a hundred people
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working on first aid and I had a pass that allowed me to
go anywhere and I could watch them all work and watch the
racing! My pass was ‘all access’ so I could watch from anywhere. So at night I slept in the medical room with a sign on the
door, ‘knock loudly’ although I could also do laps of the track if
I wanted to in the ambulance or the golf cart.
“I also got to know some of the mechanics who worked on
the cars at night and also some of the drivers. I liked Craig
Lowndes and noted he was the only driver who would help the
mechanics. Each Sunday night he would be in the pits sweeping
out the area to help the mechanics. I asked him once why he
wasn’t off drinking champagne but he said no, we come over
here pretty light on crew so I come down to help them. He was
the only one that did that.
“I also did the Coast to Coast run in the south island where I
learnt a very important lesson. Never help them by offering to
carry their canoe. They pick them up and put them on their head.
You never want to do that. They do the bike and then the running sector and last is the canoe sector. So what is the only sector where they can do something that they have to do? And they
do it in the canoe! Otherwise it’s absolutely great fun.
“Probably the crowning glory of my involvement with sports
events was the America’s Cup in Auckland. That was working
with Team NZ on their medical boat. One day we were out at
practice and they wanted to practice rounding a ‘mark’ so we
were the mark in the medical boat. It is hard to believe how they
can manoeuvre a 25 ton boat with such finesse that they miss the
mark by mere inches.
“Doug did not comment on it specifically but it was clear that
his work in the aftermath of the Christchurch earth quakes will
leave him with many strong memories. He spared us the gruesome images but showed others that graphically backed up his
comments. His respect for the people burrowing into the buildings to look for bodies or survivors was very evident.
Based on what Doug told us it occurred to me that perhaps
more people in our mixed up world should step back and say,
“what has my business or sport done for me?” and more importantly---“what have I done for my business or sport?”

Doug Ashby of St John Ambulance gave an interesting talk
with a far from normal content.
“I have been in St. Johns since about 1985 and have given
several talks to groups like your selves. I am normally asked to
talk about what I have done for St. John but your member Barry
said I could talk about anything I liked so I have put together a
talk on ‘what St. John has done for me.’
Doug’s talk was accompanied with photos so with limited
space in Pit Notes I can only describe the contents as best I can
without all the images.
“Apart from my work with St. John I have owned a couple of
gas stations on Powderham Street and at Motoroa (including
one featured on page 5 of this issue) since we came up from the
South Island in 1980. I had been in Timaru and Christchurch.
With St. John I became a para medic and have been involved in
events as far north as Wellsford and as far south as Queenstown.
“One thing that St. John has done for me is to give me a lot
of confidence in dealing with patients. Earlier when they wanted
me to become a paramedic I thought that was a bit tough, almost
like going to university. But I agreed to do it and pleased now
that I did as it has opened many doors for me.
At this point Doug showed several photos of how the medical gear they use has developed to become very modern and
impressive. The early photos of attendance at scramble meetings
showed old ambulances and tatty tents. Now they have portable
hi-tech tents that can double as operating theatres almost and
many other items for quick response in the field.
Doug has attended several Scout Jamboree’s as medical
personal and now organises the St. John presence each year. At
one jamboree they had an outbreak of Noro Virus and transporting patients around the camp was quite an onerous task so the
driver became known as the ‘chuck-truck-driver.’
Another amusing photo he showed was of a side car unit at
the Wanganui Street races at the Cemetery Circuit. Doug said
it’s a first priority to stop a unit before you step off. The image
he showed was of a passenger who he said had got it the wrong
way around.
“I have attended several high profile motor racing events and +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
one was the Hamilton V8 series for several years. They phoned
me and asked if I would do one of the night shifts. They had
trouble getting people to do that shift. I told them I would do all
the night shifts which surprised them no end. In the seven years
I did the night shift I had very little first aid work so it was an
easy shift to do.

Club meetings.
Generally second Tuesday
each month. Start 7.30pm.
Fitzroy Golf Club. Record St.
New Plymouth.
(Gold coin donation for
evening costs please)

For all the brackets and engine plates etc, on your project,
call Rivet at (06) 769 6408, 460 Devon St. East, New
Plymouth. The high pressure water jet will cut any metal,
plastic or even glass!
What was attractive about the early Junior Quarter Midgets
was that they looked like the full scale speedway cars of the
era. Later, as they and dirt track speedway cars evolved, they
lost this link to roadsters. Fortunately the look of the early
Junior Quarter Midgets has helped to preserve them - speedway enthusiasts have bought them and restored them. It is
after all a lot more practical and affordable to have an historic Junior Quarter Midget in the garage or shed than it is to
have an Indy Roadster.
As luck would have it, one of these little beauties found its
way into my garage many years ago. There is still work to do
A Speedway Dream in Miniature.
(isn't there always?) but it's a lovely thing to behold each
Above is a 1950’s Junior Quarter Midget from Australia. time the garage door is opened and is a constant reminder of
how sensationally good looking the full size versions of that
It’s well known that most of the stars of circuit racing
started their competition in–Karts- normally at a very tender era were.
Editor—Permission to use this article from a “Blog” was
age. Vettel, Alonso and Ricciardo and most of the F1 grid
given by the Blog editor Peter Hill of Melbourne.
started their careers racing Karts. What is perhaps not as
well known is that a similar junior category exists for the
http://www.speedsportblog.com
lovers of speedway, where kids can learn and hone their
Peter emailed me this explanation.
skills on dirt in speedway cars known as Junior Quarter
“I should have explained that my son (coincidentally,
Midgets. Like Formula 1, many of the most recognised
Damon Hill) established the Junior Quarter Midget competinames in speedway racing got their start in quarter midgets, tion in Australia after returning from working in Indianapoincluding: AJ Foyt, Jeff Gordon and Sarah Fisher.
lis for many years. His wife, Beth, worked for Bob East at
A Modern Junior Quarter Midget is, like its Kart cousin, Beast Cars.”
quite a sophisticated little race car produced by specialist
“After a few years getting tracks and the championship escompanies. But, like Go-Karts (as they were originally
tablished Damon moved on to other things as he found it too
called), many early Junior Quarter Midgets were built at
hard to deal with the parents and the anarchistic attitudes of
home by enthusiastic dads for their equally enthusiastic
some of the
sons and daughters to race. In my library I have a couple of speedway
issues of Popular Science magazine from the fifties that
people
provide detailed instructions on how to build a junior speed- here. Pity
way car. I was fascinated by the workings of the brake
as it was a
which was somewhat rudimentary, a large lever tightened a good initiabelt against a pulley fixed to the axle.
tive for the
sport.”
A unique and secure lifestyle choice, Herekawe Lifestyle Villas have been designed especially for owners of motorhomes and Recreational Vehicles' in a
secure community comprising six modern villas. The
Herekawe Lifestyle Villas situated on the outskirts of
New Plymouth offer residents hassle free city living.
A unique concept, the villas will house not only their
occupants but also have a whopping 10 metre garage
attached to accommodate the motorhome or every
man’s ultimate workshop dream. With a spacious,
modern open living interior, a designer kitchen, 2
bedrooms each with en-suites, plus the added bonus
of a private outdoor courtyard. The carefully designed buildings also incorporate single car garaging.
For more photos and information visit our website:
www.herekawevillas.co.nz
AJ Cowley Ltd. New Plymouth

